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Have you ever wondered why some people
seem to get everything they want while
others struggle, work hard and do what
theyre told only to end up frustrated with
success? Are they cheating? Is cheating
wrong if everybody gets exactly what they
want?
For the first time, serial
entrepreneur and maverick, Nathan
Jurewicz reveals his Real Life Cheat Code,
which are strategies and tactics that he has
found can be applied universally to get
what you want by understanding social
dynamics in a way that few others do. For
Jurewicz, a cheat-code is simply a shortcut
to a desired outcome. If youve ever played
Nintendo in the 90s youll recognize the
cheat code on the cover. Just as entering
that code into Nintendo game systems used
to give you unlimited lives and the ability
to beat any game, youll be able to use
Nathans advice to get what you want in life
by understanding how social dynamics
work, how to persuade others and easily
craft the life you want while giving others
what they want. Nathans cheat-code cant
give you unlimited lives, but it can make
the one life you have go much smoother
and be more rewarding while helping
others get what they want. Grab this book
on Kindle now while its on sale!
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